Adam’s County Fair  7/12/17

Class 3 Juvenile SSH Trail Pleasure 17 & Under
1st Ed’s Little Spirit/Kenton Gray
2nd CC’s Miss Priss/Trenten Denning for Brenda Highfield
3rd Spikes Power/Regan Kaetzel

Class 7 SSH Ladies Trail Pleasure
1st Secrets Solo Splash/Deborah Ward
2nd Alen’s Special Boy/Tina Scalf
3rd What A Wolf’s Shadow/Ashley Forman for Louis Highfield
4th He Ownes The Night/Debbie Smothers
5th Wolf’s Armed and Ready/Brenda Highfield

Class 9 Juvenile SSH Trail Pleasure 11 & Under
1st Spirit of JFK/Kyle Gray
2nd CC’s Miss Priss/Bella Tully for Brenda Highfield
3rd Melody/Nathon Bayless

Class 11 SSH Trail Pleasure 4 & under
1st Alen’s Special Boy/Tina Scalf
2nd What A Wolf’s Shadow/Ashley Forman for Louis Highfield
3rd Strong Dollar Wolf/Matt Gray
4th Wolf’s Armed and Ready/Brenda Highfield
5th CC’s Dynamite Dust/Austin McCord

Class 17 SSH Trail Pleasure
1st I’m Just Blowing Smoke/Jacob Hurt
2nd Spike’s Power/Regan Kaetzel
3rd Secrets Solo Splash/Deborah Ward
4th Alen’s Spotted Callow/Rob Gray
5th Ed’s Little Spirit/Kenton Gray

Class 20 Juvenile SSH Traditional Trail Pleasure 17 & under
1st What A Wolfman/Blake Cooley for Brenda Highfield

Class 23 SSH Lite Shod
1st Spotted Alen Patches ES/Jennifer Lambert
2nd Geronimos Spotted Gold/Terry Doyle

Class 32 SSH Open
1st Spotted Alen Patches ES/Jennifer Lambert
2nd Spikes Power/Regan Kaetzel

Class 33 SSH Traditional Trail Pleasure
1st Secrets Solo Splash/Deborah Ward
2nd What A Wolfman/Brenda Highfield
3rd Native Steppin Wolf/Matt Gray
4th Feed My Frankenstein/Kelly Cooley

Class 37 SSH Open Championship
1st Spotted Alen Patches ES/Jennifer Lambert
2nd Geronimos Spotted Gold/Terry Doyle

Class 76 SSH Trail Championship
1st Secrets Solo Splash/Deborah Ward
2nd Spikes Power/Kegan Kartzel
3rd Im Just Blowing Smoke/Jacob Hurt for Deborah Ward
4th Strong Dollar Wolf/Matt Gray
5th What A Wolf’s Shadow/Ashley Foreman for Louis Highfield